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Two coins, one for the collection box, one for the mission box, then freed 

at last from the chapel gloom. The girls take off down to the sands. The 

Reverend’s housekeeper calls after them sharply, ‘Manners, Lula!’ but her 

words are lost to the wind. Lula can feel the joy of escape fill her lungs and 

a giggle rises from her belly knowing her guardian doesn’t approve of 

Marged Parry. ‘You’re not a child anymore Lula. You’re near on twelve now 

and you must behave as a young lady,’ she’s heard the Reverend say all 

too often, but Lula is Marged’s shadow now, the girls’ hands a link between 

them. Just as soon as Mrs. Jenkins is busy attending to the chapelgoers, 

hat to hat, all chirpy and cackly, offering them her well wishes and bits of 

news from the Institute, the girls make their getaway, their skirts like the 

flutter of wings. They take the first corner onto Pont y Groes and disappear 

from view in a wild raucous run. Much later, Mrs. Jenkins will be busy with 

too many other things to be worrying about Lula’s absence, or she’ll find 

herself too soft at heart to suggest there had been any Sunday 

disobedience. Even now her feet barely touch the ground with planning for 

the Reverend’s trip overseas...  

 

Lula and Marged scrambling down over the pebble foreshore, throwing off 

their boots and stockings at the sand line, shrieking and skidding in the 

loose warm sand. The air is thin and cool by the water’s edge, and the sea 
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pushes out and pulls back swathes of seaweed as it empties. Marged 

stands in the water holding up her skirts, strands of hair billowing across 

her face, bladderwrack tangling around her ankles in a mermaid tail. A 

picture. A natural composition: Marged swooshing her feet dreamily in the 

brown-green fronds with the warm summer water lapping. She shouts to 

Lula to come in, but Lula has settled herself solid on the sand in a peephole 

of sunshine, wary of Marged’s intent. 

 

Lula’s world is all topsy-turvy now, pushed out beyond the chapel, the 

Institute and the Reverend’s Bay view house. This triangular route has 

become a maze, without rules or routines, only the pull of Marged’s chatter 

giving her direction.  

 

‘Cm’on Lu! don’t dilly daddle.’ 

 

‘Look here Lu, you can see for miles over to Liverpool and on to your 

beloved Africa!’  

 

‘I’ll take you there one day Lu, we’ll go and see the real darkies.’  

 

All Marged’s lovely stuff and nonsense filled up Lula’s thinking – she 

couldn’t take in any view unless it was over Marged’s shoulder. Yet she 

has two years on Marged and a lot more learning. Lula is ‘bright as a pin’ 

they say; ‘she takes to learning with a special earnest’. It’s true she has 

already assisted Gracie Holt with the cleaning in Huws Price’s surgery. She 

has carried out for Jones’ Chemist and soon, as the Reverend Hughes has 

promised, she would have training with Dr Huws Price every Tuesday and 

Wednesday afternoon. One day she would surely be a nurse, or maybe 

even become a doctor like Ayodeji Oyejola and Ladipo Oluwole, and the 

Institute would boast and shine again like the beacon it once was. Fine 
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young men of Africa, schooled and trained with a practical skill. Wouldn’t 

she, too, go and take up lodgings in a city like Liverpool or Edinburgh to 

study and partake in the life that those young men had spoken of? And the 

Reverend would announce her name and her achievements proudly in the 

September garden party. Even Marged had once said, ‘You’re going to be 

something Lula, I know it, something special. Not like me, I’m just a local 

girl, as ordinary as a farthing, who will remember me tomorrow?’  

 

For now, Lula could be care free, pushing out her ventures just one step 

behind Marged. The girls had been seen at Black Rocks, throwing stones 

at the swooping kittiwakes. There was talk of them falling asleep in the 

Happy Valley gardens when only the tinkling of collar bells and the clatter 

of the donkey hooves leaving the promenade prompted the girls it was time 

to get home. Another day they would get up onto Trwyn y Fuwch to watch 

the seals come into the bay, or on another make hideaways up in the 

Pwllycrochan woods. Lula and her muse were all over. ‘Marged Parry has 

a friend,’ people would say with a hint of surprise. Was it the defiant look 

in Marged’s eye, or her ability to walk through the bubbling flow of gossip 

unscathed that so threatened them?   

 

‘Lil Parry’s girl.’ 

 

‘Lil Parry is sitting on a fortune, opens her legs for many a visitor.’ 

 

‘One step away from the workhouse or Denbigh asylum…’ 

 

‘The house is like Jac Hughes’ pigsty… and much the same goes on there.’  

 

‘Marged Parry’s got a wilful spirit,’ Mrs. Jenkins had said disapprovingly. 

‘She’s not for you, Lula’. But the girls were deaf to criticism, shrouded in 
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their private giggles, their secrets and their plans which followed the 

contours of Marged’s huge imagination. Lula had laughed herself silly when 

they’d pitched a spot on the front at Llandudno behind Mr. Codman’s Punch 

and Judy booth and heckled the old man as he went through his 

performance. Marged’s Punch-squawk was virtually indistinguishable from 

Codman’s swazzle and the audience were rightly confused. ‘I’ll clip yer 

round the earhole if you touch me again’ she offered to Judy’s mouthing. 

Codman shook a stick at them as if they were runaway goats.  

 

When Marged eventually finishes her paddling and plonks herself beside 

Lula she smells as salty as a seashell. Lula breathes her in and lets her sit 

close, calmed by the steady drumming of the waves onto the shore, the 

wide sky sitting on the horizon.   

 

‘I have this dream about the water,’ Lula says after a while, ‘I have it all the 

time. It comes to me over and over, lots of nights, the same dream. I don’t 

invite it; it just comes and I know I’ve had it before but I still dream it’.  

 

Marged can hear angst waver across Lula’s voice but she doesn’t turn to 

look at her. She just smiles, digs her palms into the sand and starts 

searching for the tiny jewels of the sea, mother of pearl, oyster shells, 

periwinkles, cockle shells, bits of smoothened glass, her own special 

conchology in mind; perhaps a posy, a trinket box, a floral arrangement of 

her tide pool specimens.  

 

‘It’s about you and me…’ Lula tries again, as if telling her tale out loud might 

rid her of it.  

 

‘We’ve fallen from this ocean liner; no, maybe we’ve been thrown 

overboard… I don’t know, but we’re there in that black-blue kind of the sea. 
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In the deep, out there where the sea touches the sky. The water is calm as 

the ship sails away from us, and all the froth and the foam of the engines 

has gone, and it turns silent. We can see the vessel moving on away and 

away… nothing can be done to stop it, to turn it around, to bring it to a halt 

and pull us up to safety. Nothing. We’re left all alone, Marged, just you and 

me, in the great ocean and we must face our destiny. But we’re not crying 

and wailing, all is dead-quiet. We don’t have any tears or any words or even 

any prayers, we just reach out to each other. It’s as if we will die, as if we 

will surely drown, but we both know what we must do. It’s very odd.’ 

 

Marged looks up from her foraging. She catches a rare glance of Lula’s eyes 

and in the paused moments of Lula’s dream she asks her without speaking,  

 

‘What must we do Lula? What do we do?’  

 

Lula’s gaze is transfixed, far out to where the darkening sea turns restless 

and spits foam. A rustle of wind gently buffs against her cheeks, and she 

narrows her eyes to the dazzle of the sun, but she is immersed in the 

helpless moments of the dream; a dream without beginning, middle or end; 

the dream with no timescale, that holds her in limbo. 

 

‘We survive,’ she said slowly. ‘We just survive. We hold each other belly to 

belly, heartbeat to heartbeat, and work together, one held on top of the 

water to breathe whilst the other is below, as if we are one creature, 

Marged. We roll over and the other is on top and at rest, and breathing, and 

the one submerged will do the work. Pushing along, on and on, over and 

over, atop and below… on and on in this strange movement. It’s like a sea 

dance, Marged, over and over, and we are surviving!’ Lula cries out, 

exhausted and relieved by her tale, her brown-black eyes now open wide 

in bewilderment.  
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‘I know it!’ Marged mimics her earnest, and then with one sudden 

movement flings her jewel-hoard sky-high and rushes at Lula, pulling her to 

the ground in a powerful hold and rolling and rolling and rolling her across 

the sand bellowing, ‘Like this! Like this! We are one Lula! One mammoth 

rolling in the waves! Watch out everyone!’ The sand churns up with the 

momentum of the beast whose squalling and screeching sends out an 

alarm to a crowd of seagulls and they join in the cacophony. 

 

Lula tastes the sand grit in her mouth, it seals her eyelids shut and settles 

deep into the frizz of her hair. She knows it will take weeks to work its way 

out. There, standing over the sink in the back kitchen with Mrs. Jenkins, 

tugging at the matted tangles full of exasperation, ‘Sheep-hair, Lula! I’ll 

have to take the shears to it.’ There, all brushed up and woolly-haired like a 

friendly golliwog from France. There, face scrubbed, hair plaited like in the 

negro sketches the Reverend brought back from his travels, smelling of 

palm oil and ready for chapel. ‘Botheration!’ Mrs. Jenkins, huffing and 

puffing, brow furrowed, doing her best with it all, ‘Plentyn drwg!’ Then up 

the wooden hill to bed. ‘Lula cries out at night,’ someone whispers, ‘her 

nightdress sodden with sweat.’ 

 

Lula gasps as the only breath available is belched out from Marged’s lungs. 

She calls out to Marged, ‘Stop!’ but Marged holds her in a tight grip that 

feels both awkward and comforting at the same time, making Lula wonder 

whenever before she had felt the power of such an embrace or the 

uninhibited touch of another human being. Whoever had held Lula in this 

way? When? Had she not always stood alone, stood aside and watched 

others, without mother love, without the tenderness of a mother’s arms 

around her, without someone who would look at just her, eye to eye, and 

touch just her with some meaning. Those things Lula had never known. 

Taken from an African womb, a bundle, a living specimen, with no mark of 
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her tribe – as good as dumb – transported across the dark water to this cold 

and purple wilderness, a Lula without self or memory. 

 

Marged’s warmth, given so freely, sank into her soul and found a pool of 

tears ready to brim over, tears of humiliation and shame that sting behind 

Lula’s eyes until they become tears of anger and suddenly overwhelm her. 

 

‘Oh Marged, YOU ARE SUCH A FOOL!’ she cries, brushing herself down, 

her cheeks flushed with embarrassment as she wrenches herself free. 

‘EVERYONE says so!’ she spits out, and then runs off, scooping up her 

boots in a fury, without pause to put them on, stumbling up over the stony 

bank looking all but a fool to herself.  

 

As she glances over her shoulder, she sees Marged lying carelessly on her 

back in the sand, her arms and legs outstretched, her tummy heaving with 

laughter, and Lula once again feels betrayed. 
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